A Guide to Writing your Research Proposal Outline
(required for Master of Design, Master of Cultural & Creative Practice)
Purpose of the Research Proposal Outline:
The purpose of the research proposal outline is to support you (the student) to assist us (the postgraduate
selection panel) in understanding the scope, direction, and focus of your research project. It should situate
your topic in a clearly defined territory of inquiry. For example, the territory you are interested in may be
discipline specific (textiles, digital media, industrial, fashion, visual communication, spatial), or focused on
an interdisciplinary approach, such as that practiced by the research clusters or labs situated in the School
of Art and Design (see: DHW Lab, VR Lab, Future Materials Lab).
The research proposal outline is an important factor in a successful application to our programmes.
You can find the MDes/MCCP research proposal outline template here. Please read this guide before
submitting your proposal with your application.
THE PROPOSAL OUTLINE INCLUDES THESE SECTIONS:
Research Project Title: (10 words maximum)
This is a working title so it is likely to change several times throughout your research journey. We have
provided some examples of completed Master degree thesis titles below.
It should say in as few words as possible what your research project is. This can be a statement of purpose,
metaphorical/poetic in its description, or a combination of both. Because it is the first thing anyone sees it
needs to grab their attention. Past examples include:
Motions from the Hand to the Digital: An exploration of colour mutability through material based print processes, by
Rose Turbott
Becoming: A design process disrupted, by Georgia Bretnall
Exploring personal narrative and storytelling through the recreation of a historical children's fairy tale, by Manting
Ding
The Heartside: The visual communication design of engaging with young women to address menstrual taboos, by
Meilin Wang
Kō Rimurimu ‘To Be Covered in Seaweed’ ‐ Sensory knowing, holistic understanding, and meaningful encounters within
a marine science centre, by James Smith
New Pacific Standard: Using Tivaevae to inform a new strategic business model for Pacific art and design, by Pouarii
Tanner
How can the Social Media platform WeChat be used to promote the declining Yunnan HuaDeng opera?, by Yadan
Zheng

Research Topic Overview: (150 words maximum)
What are you going to research through your practice?
Here you discuss your practice in relation to your topic. Are you an animator, visual communicator, textile
designer, motion graphics artist, product designer, illustrator, photographer, filmmaker, spatial designer,
human-centred designer, etc.? Or do you come from another discipline area, but have experience in the
design profession that you can demonstrate through your portfolio and research proposal? If so, how will
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you take your skills to work on a research project? What is it you imagine you will make at the end of your
studies?
Thesis Statement: (350 words maximum)
How are you looking at and testing the making procedures of your topic?
What are your methods?
In this section, you will briefly describe some of your practical and theoretical working methods.
What are you looking at?
What is the purpose of your research and what do you hope you might discover?
Address why the project ignites your curiosity. What are your guesses and hunches about what you might
reveal through your research?
Where is your research located?
How is your research positioned within its territory of inquiry or paradigm? What direction do you think
your research might lead you in?
In relation to relevant practitioners, theorists and other influences, where is your practice and project
situated? If you have any theoretical investigations that inform your work you can also state them in this
section. A powerful quote that summarises the thinking that informs, underpins, or impacts the way you
make and think about your practice is helpful.
And, so what?
Is the research meaningful (in that it produces new ways of looking and being in the world)?
Here you reflect upon the meaning of your work in the context of the above sections. To the above
sections, ask “and, so what?”
Ask how you might test the efficacy of your methods, procedures, and critique your iterative research
practice. What are the answers to these questions?
Bibliography: (Example below)
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____________________
A copy of the Research Proposal Outline Template is available here.
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